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ABSTRACT
Techniques of domain adaptation have been applied to address cross-domain recognition problems. In particular, such
techniques favor the scenarios in which labeled data can be
obtained at the source domain, but only few labeled target domain data are available during the training stage. In this paper, we propose a domain adaptation approach which is able
to transfer source domain labeled data to the target domain,
so that one can collect a sufficient amount of training data
at that domain for recognition purposes. By advancing lowrank matrix decomposition for obtaining representative crossdomain data, our proposed model aims at transferring source
domain labeled data to the target domain while preserving
class label information. This introduces additional discriminating ability into our model, and thus improved recognition
can be expected. Empirical results on cross-domain image
datasets confirm the use of our proposed model for solving
cross-domain recognition problems.
Index Terms— Domain adaptation, low-rank matrix decomposition, image classification

hand, some existing works propose to derive a common feature space to relate source and target domain data for crossdomain recognition [4, 5]. Once this feature space is obtained, one can project training and test data onto this space
for recognition purposes. However, this type of approach requires sufficient cross-domain data pairs for deriving the common feature space, and this might not be applicable in realworld applications.
In this paper, we focus on cross-domain classification
problems in which only a small amount of labeled data are
available at the target domain, and thus training classifiers directly at that domain is not preferable. Since no source/target
domain data pair can be obtained for deriving a common feature space, we need to transfer source domain labeled data to
the target domain for training/testing. We propose to extract
representative information from source/target domain data via
low-rank matrix decomposition [6], followed by a novel domain adaptation model with discrimination guarantees. Our
model advances label information of cross-domain data and
introduces additional discriminative ability to the transferred
data. As a result, improved recognition can be expected as
verified later by our experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION
2. A BRIEF REVIEW OF DOMAIN ADAPTATION
When solving pattern recognition problems, one typically
needs to collect training data in advance for designing the
classifier. If the amount of training data is not sufficient, one
might encounter overfitting or generalization problems, and
thus the recognition performance will be degraded. However,
in cross-domain recognition problems like cross-domain image classification or cross-camera action recognition, there
might be only few training (labeled) data available at the
domain of interest. In order to recognize the test data at that
domain, it is desirable to transfer the labeled data from the
source domain, so that the amount of training data would be
increased at the target domain for alleviating the aforementioned problems.
The above process of transferring data from the source
to target domain is considered as domain adaptation. Performing recognition at the target domain using transferred
data has been widely applied in image processing and computer vision communities [1, 2, 3]. We note that, on the other

Visual domain adaptation is typically addressed in a supervised [1, 2, 7, 8, 9] or an unsupervised [10, 11, 3] way, depending on whether the label information of either or crossdomain data is utilized during the adaptation process. A popular approach is to adapt the classifier learned at the source domain for recognizing target domain data. For example, Yang
et al. [7] adapted SVM classifiers learned in the source domain to handle target domain data. A relevant work in [8]
applied multiple kernel learning (MKL) with SVM for observing data distributions across different domains. Duan et
al. [9] further combined the ideas of [7, 8] and proposed an
MKL-based approach for the task of video event recognition.
Another group of supervised domain adaptation approaches focus on modeling data (or features) across different
domains. For example, Saenko et al. [1] applied metric learning for learning a transformation function which preserves the
label information of cross-domain data. This metric function

was further extended in [2] to cope with the case in which the
features observed at source and target domains are distinct
and thus can be with different dimensionalities.
For unsupervised approaches, the Grassmann manifold
has been applied for domain adaptation, and the geodesic flow
of cross-domain data observed on this manifold is applied to
model the domain shift [10]. Gong et al. [11] extended the
work of [10] and introduced a kernel function for reducing
the computational cost with improved performance. By utilizing low-rank matrix decomposition, a recent approach of
[3] proposed to associate cross-domain data for recognition.
Although the above works have been successfully applied to
cross-domain visual classification problem, no label information was considered during the process of domain adaptation.
Based on the above observations, we propose a supervised
domain adaptation algorithm, which learns a transformation
function for mapping the source domain data to the target domain with discrimination guarantees. We now detail our proposed method in the following section.
3. OUR PROPOSED METHOD
3.1. Discriminative Domain Adaptation
3.1.1. Data Refinement for Domain Adaptation
In real-world applications, visual data is often noisy and thus
degrades the resulting recognition performance. For example,
if one applies the bag-of-words (BoW) model for representing
image or video data, the extracted features will be inevitably
corrupted by the clutter or background presented. Since performing recognition using such features would cause generalization problems, it would be necessary to apply some preprocessing techniques for refining visual features prior to domain
adaptation.
Suppose that there exist n instances in a d-dimensional
space, we have the data matrix D = [d1 , d2 , . . . , dn ] ∈
Rd×n . For refinement purposes, we aim at decomposing D
into D = A+E, in which each column of A ∈ Rd×n denotes
the hidden structure of the input data D, and the columns of
E ∈ Rd×n represent the corresponding error/noise to be
disregarded. In our proposed method, we advance low-rank
matrix decomposition [12] for addressing the above feature
refinement task. The use of such techniques is based on the
assumption/observation that the hidden representative structure of D admits a low-rank structure, and the error part of
D to be removed is sparse. To decompose D, we solve the
following optimization problem:
min kAk∗ + λ kEk1
A

s.t. D = A + E,

(1)

where k·k∗ and k·k1 denote nuclear and `1 norms, respectively. The above problem is convex and is known as Principal Component Pursuit, which can be efficiently solved
by techniques like inexact augmented Lagrange multiplier
(IALM) [12].

For domain adaptation problems, data are collected at the
source domain S and the target domain T , and we have DS ∈
RdS ×nS and DT ∈ RdT ×nT as data matrices for both domains. Note that dS and dT are the feature dimensions, and
nS and nT are the numbers of instances in source and target
domains, respectively. In our work, we particularly consider
the setting nT << nS (i.e., only a small amount of labeled
data is available at the target domain). This is why the mapping of source domain labeled data into the target domain is
desirable.
Once the above low-rank based preprocessing is complete, the hidden structures (i.e., refined data) AS ∈ RdS ×nS
and AT ∈ RdT ×nT for both domains can be obtained. We
note that, these two data matrices can be viewed as representative visual features, and they will be utilized for learning
our discriminative domain adaptation model.
3.1.2. Our Proposed Domain Adaptation Model
Given refined source and target domain data AS and AT , our
goal is to learn a discriminative linear transformation W for
projecting source domain data into the target domain with discrimination guarantees. In order to introduce data separation
ability into our model for improved recognition, we advance
the label information during the adaptation process. For simplicity, we consider the features in source and target domains
are of the same dimensionality (i.e., dS = dT ) in this paper.
To take the label information into the design of our domain adaptation model, we propose to maximize the correlation between the refined data WAS transformed from the
source domain and that at the target domain AT , if such cross
domain data belong to the same class. Therefore, we define a
label consistency matrix L ∈ RnS ×nT as
(
Li,j =

1,

T
if label(dS
i ) = label(dj )

0,

otherwise,

(2)

where dSi is the ith instance in the source domain, and dTj
represents the jth instance in the target domain. Next, we
derive the linear transformation W for discriminative domain
adaptation by solving the following optimization problem:
max
W

X h

T

(W AS ) AT



i
L
i,j

i,j

(3)

T

s.t. W W = I,

where
denotes the element-wise matrix product. In (3),
the equality constraint implies that the columns of W are orthonormal, which ensures that each column of AS and WAS
has the same l2 -norm. Without this normalization constraint,
(3) might approach infinity and produce trivial solutions.
From (3), it can be seen that only the correlation between
WAS and AT of the same category will be maximized.
To derive the closed-form solution of (3), we rewrite the
objective function of (3) as
Tr


T 


T
T
(W AS ) AT L = Tr W · AS LAT
.

(4)

According to [13], the maximum of (4) can be achieved by
having W = V U T , if we have the singular value decompoT
sition of AS LAT as U ΣV T (see [13] for detailed derivations). Once W is learned, the design of our domain adaptation model is complete. We now summarize our proposed
method in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Discriminative Domain Adaptation
Input: Source data matrix DS , target data matrix DT , label consistency matrix L, and parameters λS and λT
1. Obtain the hidden structures AS and AT via
minAS AS ∗ + λS E S 1
s.t. DS = AS + E S
minAT

AT

∗

+ λT E T

1

s.t. DT = AT + E T
2. Solve (3) by computing the SVD of AS LAT
Obtain the solution of (3) by W = V U T

T

= U ΣV T .

Output: Linear transformation W for domain adaptation

main data. Although promising results are reported in [3],
it does not consider the label information and thus their domain adaptation model lacks the discriminating ability as ours
does. Moreover, RDALR requires the assumption that the
transformed source data will be linearly reconstructed by target domain data. This assumption might not be practical when
only a small amount of target domain data is available (which
is the scenario of interest in our work).
Finally, GFK [11] advances the Grassmann manifold for
domain adaptation, in which the geodesic flow derived from
DS and DT is applied to model the domain shift. While
GFK produces a closed-form solution and reports impressive
results for cross-domain classification, it is an unsupervised
method and does not consider label information during domain adaptation. It does not explicitly handle noisy or outlier data as ours or RDALR does either. Later we will verify
that our proposed method outperforms these popular domain
adaptation methods.
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Datasets and Settings

3.1.3. Performing Recognition
Given source domain labeled data DS and a small amount of
training data DT at the target domain, we first perform the
above learning process for deriving W . Once W is observed,
we train classifiers at the target domain using projected source
domain labeled data WDS and the target domain training data
DT . The learned classifier will then be applied to recognize
test inputs at the target domain.
3.2. Relation to Existing Work
We now discuss how our proposed method differs from existing domain adaptation approaches of Canonical Correlation
Analysis (CCA) [14], Symmetric Regularized Cross-domain
transformation (SRC-t) [1], Robust Domain Adaptation with
Low-rank Reconstruction (RDALR) [3] and Geodesic Flow
Kernel (GFK) [11]. When applying CCA [14] for domain
adaptation, it aims at projecting S and T onto a subspace
in which the correlation between cross-domain data is maximized. Since the label information is not considered, the CCA
subspace does not distinguish between different classes and
thus might not be preferable for classification [5].
Inspired by metric learning, SRC-t [1] derives a metric
function W for associating cross domain data. Although both
SRC-t and our method exploit label information during the
domain adaptation process, SRC-t does not extract representative features from cross-domain visual data (as we do). As
verified later in our experiments, its recognition performance
will be sensitive to the noise and thus might not achieve satisfactory results.
On the other hand, a recent work of RDALR [3] addresses
similar problems with the ability of handling noisy cross do-

To evaluate our proposed method for cross-domain image classification problems, we consider the Office [1] and
Caltech-256 [15] datasets for experiments. The Office dataset
contains image of 31 object categories, which are collected
from three different domains: amazon, dslr and webcam. Images of amazon are collected from the Internet (mostly with
plain background). While dslr images are with high/sufficient
resolution, webcam images are often overexposed or blurred
with lower resolution. The Caltech-256 dataset consists of
object images of 256 categories (at least 80 images per category). These two datasets have been applied for solving
cross-domain image classification tasks [1, 2, 10, 11, 3].
To represent each object image, we extract SURF features from images from amazon and construct a codebook
with 800 visual words by k-means clustering (as [1] did). All
object images are thus converted into a 800-dimensional normalized Bag-of-Words (BoW) model, which will be applied
for both domain adaptation and recognition. When designing classifiers at the target domain, we consider SVM classifiers with RBF kernels. The SVM parameters C and γ
are selected via a three-fold cross validation over the range
of {2−5 , 2−3 , . . . , 23 }. As noted in Algorithm 1, our proposed model needs to determine two parameters λS and λT
when performing data refinement via low-rank matrix decomposition. For simplicity, we set λS and λT to be the same
value, which is determined for the best recognition performance over the range of {0.01, 0.02, . . . , 0.15}.
4.2. Recognition Results for Office
We first consider all 31 classes of three image domains in
the Office dataset for cross-domain recognition. We apply the

Table 1. Comparisons of recognition performance (%) on the Office dataset. Note that S represents the source domain, and T
is the target domain. We have W , D, and A as image domains of webcam, dslr, and amazon, respectively.
S
W
D
A

→ T
TDO
NC
SRC-t [1]
→ D 27.40 ± 0.12 23.66 ± 0.03
25.3
→ W 31.21 ± 0.13 36.52 ± 0.05
36.1
→ W 52.94 ± 0.07 41.74 ± 0.05
50.4
Average
37.18
33.97
37.26

RDALR [3] Our Method
32.89 ± 1.2 32.84 ± 0.11
36.85 ± 1.9 35.00 ± 0.11
50.71 ± 0.8 56.15 ± 0.05
40.15
41.33

Table 2. Comparisons of recognition performance (%) on ten object categories of the Office and Caltech256 datasets. Note that
we have W , D, A, and C as image domains of webcam, dslr, amazon, and Caltech-256, respectively.
S → T
A → W
A → D
A → C
W → A
W → D
W → C
D → A
D → W
D → C
C → A
C → W
C → D
Average

TDO
56.79 ± 0.22
53.98 ± 0.37
27.18 ± 0.24
40.85 ± 0.08
54.06 ± 0.14
28.49 ± 0.21
33.16 ± 0.02
59.15 ± 0.18
27.04 ± 0.17
39.39 ± 0.09
58.58 ± 0.28
53.82 ± 0.12
44.37

NC
50.77 ± 0.15
47.48 ± 0.19
40.26 ± 0.07
39.93 ± 0.05
66.77 ± 0.22
32.22 ± 0.04
39.51 ± 0.06
74.26 ± 0.15
32.93 ± 0.04
47.86 ± 0.07
51.13 ± 0.31
50.19 ± 0.14
47.78

settings of [1] for collecting source domain labeled data: 8
images randomly selected per class from dslr/webcam, and
20 images per class from amazon. For the target domain, 3
images per class are randomly selected for training, and the
rest are for testing. As suggested in [2], particular object images for testing in each category are held out during training, which makes the recognition problem more practical yet
challenging. We repeat the above experiments 20 times, and
report the average recognition performance.
To compare our proposed model with other methods,
we consider (1) training and testing using target data only
(noted as TDO), (2) naive combination (NC) of source and
target domain labeled data for training, (3) SRC-t [1] and
(4) RDALR [3]. Table 1 lists the average recognition performance of different approaches, and it can be seen that our
method achieved the best or comparable results among all.
4.3. Recognition Results for Office and Caltech-256
Since ten object categories are present in both Office and
Caltech-256 datasets, images of Caltech-256 can be treated
as those in another domain for recognition. We apply the
same settings as [11] for training and testing: for source
domain data, 8 labeled images are randomly selected per
class in dslr/webcam and 20 labeled images per category
in amazon/Caltech-256. For target domain data, 3 labeled
images per class are randomly selected for training, and the
remaining ones are for testing. We also perform 20 runs for
our experiments.
Besides TDO, NC, and SRC-t, we also consider GFK

SRC-t [1]
36.0 ± 1.0
33.7 ± 0.9
27.3 ± 0.7
32.3 ± 0.8
51.3 ± 0.9
21.7 ± 0.5
30.3 ± 0.8
55.6 ± 0.7
22.5 ± 0.6
33.7 ± 0.8
34.7 ± 1.0
35.0 ± 1.1
34.51

GFK [11]
53.7 ± 0.8
47.0 ± 1.2
37.8 ± 0.4
42.8 ± 0.7
75.0 ± 0.7
32.8 ± 0.7
45.0 ± 0.7
78.7 ± 0.5
32.7 ± 0.4
42.0 ± 0.5
54.2 ± 0.9
49.5 ± 0.9
49.27

Our Method
61.30 ± 0.27
57.36 ± 0.10
39.43 ± 0.23
44.71 ± 0.14
73.39 ± 0.02
31.66 ± 0.09
46.02 ± 6e−3
76.23 ± 0.00
33.74 ± 0.01
47.32 ± 0.08
63.51 ± 0.10
57.36 ± 0.06
52.67

(with PCA for dimension reduction in both domains) [11]
for comparisons. Table 2 lists the average recognition performance across different image domains. From this table, it
can be seen that our proposed method obtained improved and
comparable results than other domain adaptation approaches,
and achieved the highest average recognition rate. Therefore,
the use of our proposed model for addressing cross-domain
image classification problems can be successfully verified.
5. CONCLUSION
We proposed a discriminative domain adaptation model for
addressing cross-domain image classification problems. We
particularly consider the scenario in which source domain
labeled data are available, but only few labeled data can
be obtained at the target domain. With a low-rank based
technique for extracting representative cross-domain visual
features, our proposed model aims at transferring source domain labeled data to the target domain while preserving label
information. This allows one to collect a sufficient amount
of labeled data at that domain with additional discriminating ability, and thus improved recognition can be achieved.
Experiments on two benchmark image datasets for crossdomain image classification confirmed the effectiveness of
our proposed method, which was shown to outperform stateof-the-art domain adaptation approaches.
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